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Dear Supporters, 

We are pleased to share with you the Quarterly Highlights of People for 

Animals Hyderabad, for July-September 2016. It has been an exciting quarter 

and we’re thrilled to report our progress. We’d like to take this moment to 

really thank our donors for their benevolence on behalf of every animal under 

our care. We are also thankful to our volunteers who continue to support us 

through their gift of time, but most of all their compassion towards animals. 

We hope you will find this glimpse into the daily work of People for Animals 

interesting. 

ANIMAL PROTECTION WORK 

Animals, being the most vulnerable of our society, are regularly at the receiving end of 
endless cruelty and neglect in the hands of humans. It’s a shame considering that they 
undergo this plight in spite of giving unconditional love and loyalty to us.  
 
We receive cruelty complaints from both AP and Telangana. We identify, investigate, 
counsel and prosecute the offenders wherever necessary. Listed below are the 
highlights of some of the noteworthy cruelty prevention work by PFA Hyderabad this 
quarter: 
 

Snake rescue on Naga Panchami 
 

August 7, 2016: Snakes are protected under the Wildlife Protection Act, 1972 and their 
capture, display and transport is illegal. 
 
Telangana Forest Department in association with PFA Hyderabad and other NGOs, 
conducted mobile surveillance on August 7, across the city, to check the use of snakes 
for worship on the occasion of Naga Panchami festival. 
 
Three snakes were rescued by PFA Hyderabad on the day of Nagpanchami. 
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COMMUNITY ANIMAL PROTECTOR (CAP) 

Identity Cards 

PFA issues COMMUNITY ANIMAL PROTECTORS (CAP) Identity Cards to Street Dog 
Feeders/Colony Care Takers of Animals who take care of animals in their locality. We’re 
working on a mission to build Hyderabad’s animal welfare activist base by facilitating 
the formation of CAPs across the twin cities.  
 
CAPs would be the army of animal protectors who can take part in activities including 
but not limited to Animal Birth Control, rescues, cruelty prevention, adoption assistance 
and campaigns. Individual CAPs would also work to include more volunteers in the 
network. 
 
Assistance in dealing with stray dog feeding issues: 
 
The ID cards are expected to help the volunteers with harassment faced by many such 
persons from the general public, when they try to feed canines on the road. This applies 
to anyone who voluntarily cares for strays - dog feeders and CAPs who tend to animals 
in their locality. The card would have the person’s name and an attestation that he/she 
is doing a right and lawful deed and the Animal Welfare Organization PFA Hyderabad 
supports it. This lends credibility to the person. The goal of the card, which does not 
provide any exclusive rights, is solely the welfare of animals and caretakers. 
 
PROCEDURE: 
 
Please send the duly filled form for obtaining a PFA COMMUNITY ANIMAL PROTECTOR 
(CAP) ID Card along with the following: 
 

 Two passport size photographs 
 Self -attested true copy of the Ration Card/ Voter ID/ Driving License/ Passport/ 

PANCard 
 Rs. 150/- 

 
Please address the documents to: 
 
People for Animals, 
5-4-72, Win Win Distribution Company, 
Opposite Sundaram Motors, 
Mahatma Gandhi Rd, 
Rani Gunj, Secunderabad, 
Telangana 500003 
 
If you are an animal lover who also takes care of stray animals in your locality or you 
know someone who does, apply for a PFA COMMUNITY ANIMAL PROTECTORS (CAP) ID 
Card. Please contact 7337450641 for more details! 
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NIGHT RESCUES: NOTEWORTHY WORK 

Lucy’s Story 
 

 
Lucy, before and after her rescue 

 
It pains us to see cases of extreme pet neglect, especially with senior dogs. Lucy, an 8 
year old GSD has faced severe neglect for the last three years. Never dewormed or 
vaccinated. No baths or walks whatsoever, tick infestation beyond a shelter volunteer's 
worst nightmare.  
 
Lucy's owner abandoned her when she developed paralysis of hind legs due to tick 
fever, and we brought her over to PFA rescue home. She was extremely depressed, and 
used to cry all day waiting for her owner to return.  
 
Her x-ray shows that she has spondylitis on every vertebra of her spinal column, but the 
silver lining is that she would be able to walk on her own in around 2 months if she 
receives good nutrition and regular physiotherapy. 
 
Lucy has a fighting spirit, and she has been trying to walk on her two legs, sit up and 
explore her surroundings. We’re very moved and are trying to get a wheel cart 
fabricated for her. We have in mind a wheel cart made of PVC pipes. We’re looking for 
foster carers who can take her in, motivate her, help her walk around in her cart, and 
carry out regular easy physiotherapy sessions that would surely lead to faster recovery.  
 
Please help us raise funds for her food, medication and supplements. 

    
Lucy at the Animcare Clinic 
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UPDATES FROM THE RESCUE HOME 

Special thanks to our caretakers! 

 
We would like to take a moment to thank our caretakers, who show tremendous 
dedication, time and efforts towards the sick and injured animals at our rescue home. It 
is not an easy job, as they have to witness gory and gruesome cases everyday and are 
required to work beyond conventional timings many a time. We thank them on behalf of 
every animal under their care, every animal that they helped recover, and also the 
animals that have crossed the rainbow bridge in spite of their efforts. We are proud of 
them, and would like them to know that we appreciate their hard work! 

    
 

10th World Rabies Day, a milestone in rabies prevention! 

 
September 28, 2016: On the occasion of the 10th World Rabies Day, the National 
Veterinary Foundation (NVF) carried out a vaccination drive at PFA Emergency Rescue 
Home, and also vaccinated around 100 dogs in the surrounding areas. 
 

   

 

Animal Birth Control (ABC) and Anti-rabies Vaccination 

(ARV) program 

 
Our Animal Birth Control (ABC) and Anti-rabies Vaccination (ARV) program for dogs 
and cats has been successfully initiated. Here are some details of the program: 
 
The fee* for performing ABC: 
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Male Dog - Rs 1200 
Female Dog - 1800 
Male or Female Cat – 2000 
 
*The charges are inclusive of surgery and post operative care. 
Pick up and drop of the dogs from your locality is available at rs.12 per km. To book an 
appointment, please contact +91 93915 38098. 
 

Requirement of foster carers 
 
PFA Hyderabad needs permanent foster carers for little pups and kittens. The foster 
carers would be taking care of the animals until suitable adopters are found. Interested 
volunteers please contact 9177229087. 
 

VOLUNTEER VISIT 

Birthday Celebrations! 
September 15, 2016: Our prized patron Shashi Preetam celebrated his birthday at PFA 
rescue home today. The animals were elated to see him, and he was delighted to be with 
them as well! We thank him on behalf of all the animals at our rescue home, for his kind 
contribution. We were glad to be a part of the celebration on his special day! 
 

  
 

Birthday Celebration of Shashi Preetam at PFA rescue home 
September 16, 2016: We would like to thank our Good Samaritan Laura Noelle, an 
active volunteer of Paws Chicago, for her visit to PFA rescue home. It was a pleasure to 
have her over and the animals were ecstatic to be around her, as is evident from the 
pictures! Also, her kind contribution of towels, warm bedding and kibble for the animals 
is very much appreciated and contributed to the comfort and well-being of the animals 
at our rescue home. 
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Visit by Laura Noelle from ‘Paws Chicago’ 

September 25, 2016: We would like to thank team IndiGo for gracing us with their 
presence and their kind donation of kibble and medicines for the animals. It was a 
blissful day for everyone, and the animals at our rescue home received lots of love, 
attention and goodies! Special thanks to Esther Chettiar for coordinating with us and 
arranging the visit, we had a wonderful time! 
 

 
Visit from team IndiGo 
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UPCOMING EVENTS  

 
 
FIAPO is back with India's biggest national conference for animal activists - India For 
Animals 2016; a one of a kind, biennial premier event that brings together all animal 
protection organisations and activists under a common banner to connect, build and 
learn from each other. 
 
Slated to happen from October 21st to 23rd in Mumbai; registrations for IFA 
2016 are now open. 
  
Celebrating the animal protection movement in the country, IFA 2016 will play host to 
a wide array of interactive sessions, discussions and debates, regarding significant 
issues concerning animal protection and their resolution. 
 
So register now and be a part of India's biggest gathering for animal protectionists, as 
we move forward with our collective goal of reducing and ending animal suffering 
everywhere! 
 
For more information, click on http://www.fiapo.org/ifa16.php 

    

MAKE A DONATION 

People for Animals as an organization is mainly into implementing the animal 
protection laws of India. India is one of the countries in the world where animal right 
laws are among the strongest. In spite of that, due to huge human population, conflict 
between human and animal is very high and poses a great challenge to the working of 
PFA. The costs to sustain and maintain the rescue home, as well as to fight for animal 
rights, are high and we depend entirely on donations to rescue, feed and provide 
necessary veterinary care for the animals. Any donation, big or small is welcome and we 
really appreciate your help. 

 
 

https://u2024758.ct.sendgrid.net/wf/click?upn=Id10Bt6b98XDDwwDSPD-2BEgR1WuwCO-2FhWxP5QFTCf-2BJt2wiFwQ9cncTwRepcEKa1k_jdoFQRdTOiReSGtd61fygv0aekhh8FvS8fpBKdzt4LctkRdSQCnmdWkGAAwyVLJBU02iofrWpw0cTeQdE0xbafdVchMcmWOVvehEIRd8BGwpoSTKLBmA46IjWYf-2FdQRSdaTWqweb8o5oDXnNKfEOcvFoRVMnV8lqK6tzPGpWhap7Jxbpu70fTvK6ElOoCSUexA-2F456LdOSgSiTXT7FDBTX4ChI6A7NGQKqiKCDHwN4L97aySfEIkN6CXCThZS9eBiEneKSYDdznpfoFBuKV-2B-2BWA-2FjHLhCKe3k7tHftfxVq9H2n3k4UZTy4CwuDva7NvUmOzg4rG5Fby2u2u3K54gkksRh4VgebbY71QPgvJ4gV-2FRKcznrqogAcGzlkIQAablXrJBrAwo5K0WWLp5eZIrd-2FujbMmKm2WLl2Y8ktHvTxMtElo73nn2n-2FZvH4orZe30q-2BKex7TA-2BhP43YyUdXCC4lxBvuS7nQ-2BEuL54PiJAOQhiJK9gkDsYyAyKl7t0IFdjnhCzK9QB3mQ6rgD4VbmePQ-3D-3D
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PFA Wishlist on Amazon! 

 
We have created a wish list for PFA on Amazon, listing all the items that we require at 

our emergency rescue home. You can contribute towards any product that you’d like to 
order for us, and the order would directly be delivered to our rescue home at Afzalgunj. 
 
http://www.amazon.in/registry/wishlist/3MCDENZP37D4F/ref=cm_sw_r_fa_ws_c_a4l
9xb19DE61T 

 
Material Donations 

 
We request everyone to donate unused bedding, towels, clothes, which make the 
animals’ stay a little easier. Pet supplies such as treats, toys, and comforts also assist the 
staff in interacting with the animals which facilitates bonding with people and prepares 
the animals for successful adoption. 
Kindly contribute so that our geriatric animals do not have to lie on cold tiles, our 
puppies and kittens have blankets and bedding to snuggle and lay in and our sick and 
injured animals have soft, comfortable blankets and towels to help soothe them to 
speedy recovery. 

 

http://www.amazon.in/registry/wishlist/3MCDENZP37D4F/ref=cm_sw_r_fa_ws_c_a4l9xb19DE61T
http://www.amazon.in/registry/wishlist/3MCDENZP37D4F/ref=cm_sw_r_fa_ws_c_a4l9xb19DE61T
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Tax-deductible Monthly Donation Scheme 

 
Join PFA’s Tax-deductible Monthly Donation Scheme* and donate according to your 
heart’s desire to help us continue our lifesaving work. Every rupee that you contribute 
makes a difference in lives of the animals. 
 
You have the following tax-deductible options to choose from: 
 
1. 99 ₹ per month 
2. 299 ₹ per month 
3. 499 ₹ per month  
4. 999 ₹ per month 

Sponsor a rescue 
 

You could sponsor the food and treatment charges of one animal at our Rescue Home by 
donating 1000 ₹ each month. 

 
Sponsor Sterilisation & Vaccination of Community Dogs 

 
Sponsor Animal Birth Control (ABC) and Anti-Rabies (AR) vaccination of stray dogs. 
Sponsorship costs are as follows: 
 
Dogs: Female: 1,800 ₹ per dog 
Male: 1,200 ₹ per dog 
Cats: 2,000 ₹ per cat 
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*The charges are inclusive of surgery plus post operative care 

 
Celebrate an occasion at PFA 

 
Celebrate a special occasion like a birthday, anniversary, etc with your animal friends at 
the Emergency Rescue Home. You could donate money, food and clothing to the 
animals, and spend some quality time with them. You will get a special mention on our 
website and Quarterly Newsletter, for donations of 10,000 ₹ and above. 
  
  
Bank Account Details:  
People for Animals  
Hyderabad and Secunderabad  
A/C No. 8911672644  
IFSC Code: KKBK0007529  
Kotak Mahindra Bank  
Kings Way Branch  
R.P. Road Secunderabad 
 
 

Contact Us: 
OFFICE: Win Win House, Opp. 
Sundaram Motors, M.G.Road, 
Secunderabad 
RESCUE HOME: 14-7-95, Opp. 
Goodwill School, Near Muslim 
Jung Pul, Begum Bazar, 
Hyderabad 
PHONE: +91-9849993374, +91-
9849027601, +91-7337450641 
EMAIL: 
communications@pfahyd.org 

Bank Account Details: 

People for Animals 

Hyderabad and Secunderabad 

A/C No. 8911672644 

IFSC Code: KKBK0007529 

Kotak Mahindra Bank 

Kings Way Branch 

R.P. Road Secunderabad 

 

 

I wish to thank everyone who 

helped make this quarter’s 

remarkable achievements possible. 

All of your generous donations of 

time and money are vital to us and 

the animals. 

-Vasanthi Vadi 
Founder Secretary, 

PFA Hyderabad 
 
 

 

mailto:pfahyderabad@gmail.com

